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                          World Masters Hockey  
   

       

Policy Number Policy Title Date Issued Issued By 

EC2019/0003 Competition Eligibility 14/112019 Events Committee 

 

Introduction  

The key mission of World Masters Hockey (WMH) is to oversee the development and expansion of 

Masters Hockey globally. This not only includes encouraging on field competition and striving for 

excellence in administration but also seeking to increase participation through the growth of 

membership and by encouraging National Associations (NAs) to support the development of 

international, regional and national Masters’ Hockey tournaments, as well as the development of 

Masters’ Hockey where it does not currently exist. 

 

To enable NAs to prepare teams to compete in WMH sanctioned events it is important there is clarity on 

player eligibility and on the rules around the age group boundaries 

 

Player Eligibility 

It is the responsibility of the National Associations to ensure that any player they enter into a Masters 

sanctioned event is eligible to participate for them in accordance with the FIH Eligibility Regulations. 

Masters hockey has a dispensation in relation to the length of time required before a dual national can 

change nationality (1 year as opposed to 3 years) but this dispensation is not available to any individual 

who has competed in an FIH Open Tournament within the preceding three years. 

 

Age Group Principles  

In order to ensure Masters players can compete effectively against each other Masters Hockey has been 

divided into age groups The youngest age group is over 35 and the oldest current age group is over 80. 

The age groups go up in 5 year steps. There is nothing in the rules that prevents a player from playing 

down age groups so a 44 year old player can play for the over 35 team. The only limitation is a player 

cannot play for more than one team at any Tournament. Players qualify to play in an age group from the 

year in which they reach that age and not their age at the time of the Tournament. So someone born on 

1st October 1969 can play for the over 50 team in any Tournament in 2019. 

 

Additionally to preserve the integrity of the Spirit of Masters competition no player is permitted to play 

for the same National Association in the same age group in both the main Tournament and the Spirit of 

Masters Tournament in the same year. 

 

As National Associations have tried to expand the range of age groups they participate in they have, 

from time to time, found it difficult to find sufficient numbers to launch the next age group. WGMA (one 

of the forerunners of WMH) introduced the concept of allowing underage age players to step up an age 

group to accelerate the introduction of such new age groups. WMH recognise the value that this can 
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bring to developing Masters Hockey but believe this dispensation should only be available for 

Developing teams.  

 

To that end, WMH has promulgated the following principles relating to underage players and the 

associated rules for their application to Events in accordance with the levels existing within the WMH 

sanctioning document: 

 

Underage Players Principles 

1. To be accepted as an underage player a player must be no more than two years away from 

qualifying for the age group in question.  

2. Where a Level 1, Level 2, or Level 3 Event (as laid out in the WMH Sanctioning document) is 

divided into divisions WMH will not permit underage players in the top division. 

3. Underage players are only there to enable National Associations (NA) to develop teams (Men, 

Women and Spirit of Masters are treated as separate categories) in an older age category than 

they currently have when they first apply for the dispensation. 

4. To qualify as a Developing team the team must be the oldest age group registered National 

Association team in the category. Additionally they must not have competed in both the last 

European and World Cup Tournaments and the next age group down must not have ended up in 

the top half of the last European or World Cup Tournaments. 

5. WMH is aware that the availability of goal keepers within an age group can be an issue for some 

teams. Given the specialism involved in the role WMH will consider applications for an underage 

goalkeeper in any team on a case by case basis. However points 1 and 2 above will still apply to 

goalkeepers. 

6. WMH has no position on the composition of teams playing in Level 4 & 5 Events as laid out in 

the Sanctioning Document, except that every player must be at least 35 years of age in that year 

in order for the Event to be advertised as a Masters’ Hockey event. 

 

Underage Players Rules 

1. When the NAs pay their annual registration fee they will be required to register the age groups 

(Men, Women and Spirit of Masters) they intend to compete in during the year. This list can be 

added to subsequently, up to the point where the deadline for entering teams in the first of 

these Tournaments has passed. After this point the NAs will only be able be to register 

additional teams for that year if they have not made use of the underage provisions. 

2. As part of the Tournament registration process National Associations will have to indicate if they 

wish to make use of the underage dispensation. This will be reviewed and the National 

Association will be informed of the outcome prior to the Tournament entry closing date. 

3. Technical Delegates (TD) will be informed of those National Associations with underage 

dispensations and will be responsible for monitoring player registrations to ensure they comply. 

 


